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Purpose or Objective: o evaluate an automatic registration 
of partial cone beam CT scan’s and full cone beam CT scan’s 
position errors, durations and doses for Breast Cancer 
 
Material and Methods: Before the IMRT treatment’s of breast 
cancer patients using Versa HD, five breast cancer patients 
were scanned in the same position with partial cone beam CT 
and a full cone beam CT in sequence. The patient position 
errors were determined using automatic registration methods 
in both cases. The full cone beam CT parameters 
corresponded to the default VolumeView “Chest M20” preset 
in XVI 4.5; 360 degree, 180 deg/min velocity, 120 kV, 660 
frames, 1056mAs and nominal scan dose of 22mGy. Partial 
cone beam CT parameters were set by us, we choosed S20 
filter instead of M20 filter and for right breast; gantry angle 
was CW direction from 180° to 10°, for left breast; gantry 
angle was CW direction from 300° to 130°, 180deg/min 
velocity, 100 kV, 366 frames, 585.6mAs. Both cone beam CT 
scans were performed in sequence for five patients and 
position errors in 3 diemensions recorded using automatic 
registration method with for rotational bone value 
registration, gray value registration and rotational gray value 
registration. 
 
Results: We compared partial cone beam CT scan’s position 
errors with full cone beam CT scan’s position errors. Firstly, 
we found an average difference of 1,46mm in lateral 
direction, 1.80mm in longitudinal direction and 1.96mm in 
vertical direction difference for bone value rotational 
automatic registration. Secondly, we determined an average 
1,24mm in lateral direction, 1,36mm in longitudinal 
direction, 1,30mm in vertical direction difference for gray 
value rotational automatic registration. Thirdly, we 
determined an average 1,56mm in lateral direction, 1,88mm 
in longitudinal direction, 1,52mm in vertical direction 
difference for gray value automatic registration.  
 
Conclusion: Most probably these differences are resulting 
from time difference between two cone beam CT scans and 
also it could be related with patient’s breathing phase during 
scanning. Altough the partial cone beam CT scan’s image 
quality were worde than with full cone beam CT scan the 
automatic registration parameter’s difference were below 
2,0mm in 3 dimensions. When we measured radiation at the 
isocentre point using cylindrical ion chamber wih 30 cm x 30 
cm solid phantom for both cone beam CT tecniques, radiation 
dose decreased % 55±5 with partial cone beam CT scan. 
Additionally, Cone beam CT scan’s duration decreased %40 
with partial cone beam CT scan. 
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Purpose or Objective: Secondary cancer induction is a 
severe effect of Radiation Therapy (RT) treatments. 
Volumetric Arc Therapy (VMAT) techniques delivery dose 
distribution with a significant area and organs involved of low 
dose. We have evaluated, from the dosimetric data of 
patients treated using VMAT practice, the risk for 
contralateral breast and lung secondary tumor, estimating 
the Organ Equivalent Dose (OED). 
 
Material and Methods: 30 patients, treated with VMAT 
techniques for breast cancer, were analyzed using the dose 
distribution. Based on the anatomical side of treatment (right 
and left side), the cohort was divided in two groups of 
treatment. We have calculated the OED of ipsilateral and 
contralateral organs, relatively to the breast and lung 
tissues. Using the bell shaped model formula, we obtained 
the OED from the dose volume histogram (DVH) of each 
organ. Using a MATLAB® toolbox (DVH analyzer), the 
estimation of the OED values for contralateral and ipsilateral 
organ was assessed. 
 
Results: The results, summarized in Figure1 and Table1, 
showed a mean ODE of +2,09±0,32Gy for contralateral lung, 
+1,94±0,32Gy for ipsilateral lung and +2,55±0,61Gy for 
contralateral breast. An ANOVA analysis showed that the side 
of treatment (left or right) was irrelevant for OED estimation 
(sign.≈1), confirming the independence by the VMAT 
techniques applied. The study confirmed that contralateral 
organs are the major tissue involved in risk of the secondary 
cancer risk, in particular for the contralateral breast. The 
OED showed, per patients’ treated group, a variability of 
[2,1÷3,1] Gy for the right side and [2,2÷3,8] Gy for the left 
side. The OED for lung and contralateral lung had less 
variability in case of treatment. According with the radio 
sensitivity of the breast tissue, a special attention should be 
applied during the optimization and treatment to avoid 
possible variability in inducted cancer risks. 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion: The ODE data and bell shaped model, obtained 
from the DVH curves, can be used for the prediction of 
radiation secondary cancer induction. The OED values 
obtained showed the low risk of secondary cancer induction 
of the VMAT techniques compared with other literature data. 
Most uncertainties still remain related the time patterns of 
cancer induction and the specific dependencies to the organs 
rates. For RT plan optimization these factors are irrelevant; 
therefore, to endorse the safety distribution obtained by 
VMAT techniques, mathematical models obtained by the DVH 
and OED should be investigated with epidemiological absolute 
risk data of large patients’ database.  
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